Money, power and the Spartan Shops
BY LANCE FREDER1KSEN
Daily Political Writer
First of two parts
Glenn Gettormson, SJS business affairs director, epitomizes the adage that
knowledge is power.
He understands the financial workings
of the college better than anyone else.
And because of that knowledge, he is
often able to influence the growth and
direction of SJS.
His unique power is exemplified by
his role on the board of directors of
Spartan Shops, Inc., a non-profit group
that runs the bookstore and food services in the College Union.
The board is a group of nine representatives -- including four students.
Gettormson is a voting member of that
board and the only managerial input
familiar with the workings of the shops.
As a full time professional, he explains
the technical information to the board
members that they otherwise may not
understand.
"Everything may be crystal clear in
my mind," says Gettormson. "But every
year I have to educate new faculty and
students."
Thus, his job is not often one of
Instead, he is
asking for direction.
usually in the position of explaining
his actions to others, so they will understand his decisions.
In fact, before this year even that
explaination was largely superfluous,
for the budget of the $2 million corporation of Spartan Shops had never
been subject to review by the board
members.
This year, the budget is being dibcussed, with the result that most of the
other board members are nearly totally
dependent upon Gettormson for information.
mation.
Yet, questions have still been raised.
Most of the discontent has centered
upon the size of emergency reserve
funds.
Meanwhile, the corporation operates
under a preliminary budget drafted by
Gettormson.
Under the plan, some
$75,000 has been allocated this school
year for deposit in eight reserve accounts, to keep the shops running in case
of disruptions.

Director explains budget, reserve fund
ruling bookstore, foods management
Reserves are accumulated by saving
a percentage of the gross sales of the
Monies accrued beyond
corporation.
the expectations of the budget gather in
an unappropriated reserve fund.
By June those accounts will total
one-half million dollars.
Despite the stockpiling of reserve
funds, Gettormson shuns the title of a
conservative businessman.
"It has always been my intention
to utilize the reserves," says Gettormson. "I’m not a conservative businessman.
"I’m a spending man. All the money
should be spent. A college or university
I may sound
is a spending body.
close to the vest, but I want to see
what is necessary get done -- no
holding the funds."
Until two years ago, all the surpluses of the Spartan Shops had been held
in a building fund that eventually contributed over $1 million to the establishment of the College Union.
Spartan Bookstore moved into the
two level area it now occupies in the
union when the building was opened.
With state funds for equipment, Spartan
Shops took over the cafeteria services.
In return for the operation privileges, the shops agreed to contribute
$100,000 annually to the College Union
Board of Governors after the building
was completed.
The agreement, dated August 20,
1969, was signed by William Felse,
manager of Spartan Shops, Inc., who
has been ill since last summer and unavailable for comment. That contribution, however, has never been paid.
"The money hasn’t been there," said
Gettormson. "Maybe the board will
contribute $25,000 thig year," he added.
Gettormson contends the two -yearold directive was out of date the day it
was written and could never have been
fulfilled. "It is based upon the conten-

tion that the cafeteria and bookstore are
Now, cafeterias all
money-makers.
over the country are doing poorly."
The shops were able to detect the
changing trend in students’ eating habits
in time, noted Gettormson. Thus, they
were able to avoid a loss. He seriously doubts, however, that the cafeteria
will ever be able to make "the kind of
money it used to."
The volume of the bookstore, however, has not fallen off. Yet, it too is
not a great money maker.
Gettormson cites the increased floor
space of the new bookstore as partly
responsible. "We have to employ more
people, use more lighting and heating."
Rent is not a factor, as the corporation paid $1 a year for the use of the
old bookstore (now the reserve book
room) and have as of yet paid no
rent to the College Union.
"We couldn’t pay," said Gettormson,
"because after we donated the $1 million, our reserves were stripped to
the bare bones. We had to build them
back up."
On top of that, regulations were imposed by state law in the same year
that stipulated the shops establish reserve funds for all of their holdings.
"They are being enacted now, because
it took us an extra year to get around
to it," said Gettormson.
Temporarily, eight reserve funds
have been established: cafeteria equipment, College Union food service equipment, cafeteria building maintanance,
bookstore equipment, bookstore building fund, business interuption, vending
machines, and residence halls dining
equipment.
The first three reserve accounts
involve state trusts and must be maintained on separate ledgers. The other
five, however, are determined solely by
the will of the board members, according to Gettormson.

Asked why these monies could not
be consolidated into one large fund from
which all the needs could be drawn,
he replied, "It’s sort of like trying to
design a house. You’ve got to study each
room before you can build the whole
thing."
Yet, he conceded it is legal to merge
the five non -state reserves to reduce
the total amount of backup funds.

If that were done, and extra monies
were made available, the board members have the flower to release that
money to student activities. Article viii,
section 2 of the by-laws of Spartan
Shops, Inc., says the board members
may authorize spending of the reserves
"in any manner which they deem
equitable."
recently
The board members
allocated $2,000 to renovate part of the
for a student coffee
old cafeteria
house.
Gettormson, however, believes that
it is not the duty of the board members
to pick specific activities of the students
which they should fund. "In any case,"
added Gettormson, "I don’t see it as a
problem, because extra money simply
isn’t there."

Dave Thurber

Glen Gettormson
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Parapsych hunts sixth sense in
search for potential mind energy
By JOYCE WCALLISTER
Daily Feature Writer
First of two parts
"Until recently, the object of parapsychology has been understood broadly
as. . .’all mysterious phenomena that
cannot be explained by known natural
laws.’" --Dr. Milan Ryzl, from his book
"Parapsychology:
A Scientific Approach."
Parapsychology has been the brunt of
laughter and ridicule since Biblical
times when Elijah had pre -cognitive
visions of heaven.
The study of psychic pnenomena,
including everything from extra sensory
perception (ESP) to psycho-kinesis, is
lumped into the all -encompassing term,
parapsychology.
But now, according to Dr. Ryzl,
instructor of SJS’s only class in parapsychology,
the
subject is "a new

Registration
correction
Due to a typographical error,
the spring registration schedule
that appeared in the Dec. 17
Spartan Daily contained an error
in the graduate section. This is
the correct version.
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science which is trying to explore
claims that the human mind has a far
greater potential beyond normal senses
than we thought so far.
"Research has shown the existence
of a definite group of natural phenomena
controlled by laws that are not based
on any energetic influence known so far
to us," Dr. Ryz1 says in his book.
"A new form of energy is responsible," he goes on, "and that brings us
to a new definition of parapsychology:
the study of phenomena not explainable
by common energetic effects."
The SJS professor was formally educated in physics and chemistry and received his doctorate from the University
of Prague in Czechoslovakia.
He, his wife and two sons defected
to the United States in 1967 for political reasons and they now reside in
Campbell.
Dr. Ryz1 who is well-known in the
field of parapsychology, says a man who
played a big part in bringing him to
SJS was Dr. Frederick Dommeyer of
the Philosophy Department.
"He and I went to France last
summer to read papers at the International Conference of Parapsychology," Dr. Domnieyer noted.
Dr. Ryz1 is the Listructor of Cybernetics 196, a graduate course in parapsychology which he says, "is not
a course for occultists. There is no use
for mysticism or speculation; it is the
experiment that is important," he
contended.
"We try to show that parap tychical
phenomena can be integrated into the
scientific picture of the world as revealed by other sciences," Dr. Ryz1
went on.
He believes that "most people have
latent psychic ability. The problem
today is to devise methods of evoking
this talent and bringing it under conscious control."
He has experimented extensively
under this supposition, and while in
Prague he and his subject, Pavel Stepanek tried to develop ESP through hypnosis. After the two worked for some
time, Stepanek could identify colored
slips of paper through opaque envelopes.
"Parapsychology is an independent

science related to cybernetics," explained Dr. Ryzl. "It is also closely
related to other sciences, such as anthropology, physics, etc."
semester’s parapsychology
This
class is an introductory course, catacybk.r"bio-informational
logued,
netics."
The course is now offered on the
graduate level, but, says Mrs. Alice
Partanen, Dr. Ryzl’s assistant, "We
hope it will soon be offered on the
undergraduate level also. The important thing now, however, is to get the
class on the lists for spring semester.
Right now it’s touch and go."

SJS departments are going to be
using recycled paper next semester,
whether they like it or not. This is
the word from two Environmental Action Task force workers of the Environmental Studies Department.
Kristine Karsteadt and Richard Roy
took on the project of a feasibility
study on recycled paper’s use in campus
departments
In their study, they found that Gov.
Reagan signed a bill Nov. 10 which
will require all state agencies to use
paper with 10-50 per cent recycled
content, Miss Karsteadt said.
Presently SJS purchases all unrecycled paper from a state warehouse,
they found.
The two task force workers met
"opposition from the administration"
when the red tape hit the fan. Quality
standards would have to be met, a
feasible program spelled out and a
reliable source of recycled paper would
need to be found, the administrators
and department heads told them, Roy
said.
Recycled paper may tend to curl
and doesn’t have the long, strengthening fibers of new paper, the researchers
found, which caused Lowry Jasper of
the campus duplicating department to
doubt its usefulness.
Jasper said he would give the paper

Preserve a tree -use recycled paper
San Jose State feeds on paper to the
munch of $100,000 a year, Don Carter
of the Purchasing Department estimates.
According to research done by
students Kristine Karsteadt and Richard Roy, tae cost would be about the
same if recycled paper were used instead, bought from a San Francisco
company.
The savings would come in trees,
spared from the paper -making machine.
During WW 11 the U.S. recycled
almost half its waste paper. Today,
a more opulent nation, the U.S. reuses
only 20 per cent.
Where does the rest go?
To the dump.
Six million tons of paper were hauled
to California dumps by municipal garbagemen last year. In 20 years the
figure will triple to about 18 million
tons.
America’s economizing little housewife uses more paper in one trip to
the market than her Oriental counter-

part uses in several months.
Each American used 556 pounds of
paper last year, six times more than
the people of other industrialized countries. How many trees in 57 million
tons of trash?
And the cost of loading and hauling
this waste is 98 per cert of the total
cost of trash disposal.
Recycling is being done.
In 1969 some 365,000 tons of used
reprocessed into
newspapers were
325,000 tons of fresh newsprint. This
sounds like a great deal, but actually
it is only about enough for three Sunday editions of the New York Times.
How many trees is that’? Each
Sunday the New York Times consumes
the annual growth of 1,250 square miles
of Canadian forest.
The present problem with recycling
newspapers, however, is de -inking used
newsprint.
It creates pollution too.

a try, however, if supplied.
Don Carter, of the Purchasing Department, said they could justify buying
recycled paper if it met quality requirements.
"We’re taking that as a promise,"
Roy said.
Now that law will require all departments to use recycled paper they
won’t have to rely on promises.
Getting departments to recycle their
waste paper, the other end of Miss
Karsteadt and Roy’s effort, has thus
become their next concern.
SJS presently sells its used IBM
cards to a branch of B & J Services
in Union City for about $75 a ton,
which is considered a good price,
the researchers said.
The two task force workers want
to see all waste paper recycled including
letters,
memos and mimeographed
sheets, which make up the bulk of the
recyclables.
The idea hasn’t met with enthusiasm,
Recycling of all paper
Roy said.
requires that it be separated from other
waste materials.
Special waste containers would be
needed, costing the college money. Nor
does this type of paper bring as high a
price as the IBM cards, they said.
But it makes more sense to sell
this type of waste paper to B & J Services for about $13 a ton than pay a
garbageman to pick it up and burn it,
Roy believes.
Another thrust of their project is
to encourage students to buy recycled
paper.
The Spartan Bookstore sells recy( led filler paper but it is not "played
up," Miss Karsteadt said.
"Other paper is glamorized while
recycled paper is not prominently displayed."
Several posters that the activists
made with a sample of recycled paper,
can be viewed in the bookstore.
Roy will go before the A.S.Council
Wednesday to gain possible support for
their projects.
"We’re just trying to create an
awareness of the importance of the use
of recycled paper," Roy said.
If the activists can get students to
buy recycled paper, thousands of trees
will be spared, he explained.

Free flicks
A free festival of avant-garde, expressionism films sponsored by Reed
literary magazine will be held Wednesday in Engineering 132 from 11:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
The films to be presented are "La
Chien Andalu" by
Salvadore Dali,
"Omega" and an untitled movie filmed
by computer.
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Absolute freedom of the press to

editorial board

discuss questions is the foundation
stone of American living
--Herbert Hoover
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Joyce Krieg
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Staff Comment

Pitfalls of campus papers
By Eric Schatmeier
When Martha 0’ Connell takes
her biting pen in hand and writes
her "To the Right" column for the
Spartan Daily, people take notice
and read it.
They may damn it as reactionary hysteria, but they read it.
Similarly, when Pedro Mario
Michel turns out another Mano a
Mano in his unique style, he expresses the hopes and fears of
the Chicano, he is assured of a
large audience.
Sadly, Miss 0’ Connell’s and
Michel’s examples of student participation in the campus news
media are not typical of the vast
majority of students at SJS as
A.S. Pres. Mike Buck would have
us believe in his proposal for
establishing a "Daily Spartan."
Buck assumes that SJS students
have some massive desire to satisfy their literary instincts by
pouring out their collective
feelings in print and that they have
previously not been able to do so
because of the Spartan Daily’s repress: on
The response to the Daily’s
continuous plea for contributions
to the paper has been generally
underwhelming.
Those we have
received have been many times
poorly written examples of contempt for the English language,
let alone the canons of journalism.
That brings up another question

that has been largely ignored in
Buck’s idealistic, but naive, proposal. Even if, by some remote
possibility, he should get the contributors, will they be abletocome
up with consistently good writing
on a daily, or even three -times a -week basis?
Other "alternative" campus
newspapers have tried. Sedition,
the latest effort, has succeeded
in coming up with an occasional
decent article, but it has deteriorated since its first issue into
more and more of the cliched
type of political reporting made
famous in such, not irrelevant
papers as the Red Eye and Berkeley Barb.
The traps that these papers
fall into are the very ones that
journalists are trained to avoid.
The paper that prints anything,
regardless of quality or taste ’
quickly becomes dull and dies
through lack of interest.
The Spartan Daily lives on by
exercising the virtues of responsible journalism without becoming
a slave to any interest group.
When we oppose Buck’s proposals,
we do so with a knowledge of
what they entail. If he were able
to speak from a position of know !edge he might logically be able
to assert the superiority of his
ideas.
Since he has chosen to remain
ignorant, the Spartan Daily can be
pardoned for defending itself.

Editor’s Notes
by Pam Strandberg
Reading reports of charter
companies that left thousands of
students stranded in Europe last
simmer, I idly wondered how the
gr
ght companies that advertise ....ie Spartan Daily perform.
Oughta do an investigation on that
sometime, I thought.
Sunday, after spending 13
grueling hours in Mayor Richard
Daley’s plastic prison, 0’ Hare
airport, I got some first hand
experience on how group flights
sometimes work. The flight between San Francisco and Chicago
was with Student Services West
which books charters through T -M
Travel Mart of San Jose.
The
first
inconvenience
occurred when the group flight
company changed the times of both
flights and notified us a week
ahead of time. Of course, this
fouled up connecting flight plans
we had made.
Next, we were minorly disappointed when the DC -10 and Boeing 747 promised were replaced by
Boeing 707’s. But all the passengers involved would gladly have
accepted a Sopwith Camel Sunday
if it would have left for the return
trip at 10 a.m, as planned.
We arrived at the airport early
10 p.m. -to check in. We were
told our flight had been changed
to a special one at 7 p.m. that
evening. American Airlines said
they tried to contact the 60 group
flight passengers of the change,
but about 40 could not be reached.
Another student was told that 90
per cent of the passengers had
been reached.
All this was obviously a lie,
typical of the varied stories American told us all day, since no one
had been asked for Chicago phone
numbers.
An agent told us the reason
for the change was that the flight
overbooked by 100 paswas
sengers. One agent blamed it on
the travel agency; anotheradmitted it was the fault of American
Airlines.
We also were informed that we
could not fly stand-by on earlier
San Francisco flights because we
had to fly with the group. So
arned with Playboy magazine and
"The Sensuous Man," we prepared
for the nine -hour wait.
Checking in again at about

Earth Wise

editor

6:30, we were casually told it we
could make it to the far gate in
five minutes, we could board a
scheduled flight to San Francisco.
Racing to the gate with packages
was difficult especially with the
five pounds of Christmas goodies
we had added to our bodies during
the past two weeks.
Falling with exhaustion over
the ticket collection podium, we
were told that we could go standby only and that there was no room
for us. We’d have to wait for a
10.15 p.m. flight, we were told.
"But what about the special 7
o’clock flight we were promised
this morning," I exclaimed. That
flight turned out to be non -existent --the plane developed mechanical difficulties an agent contended.
While waiting for the 10:15 flight, I considered organizi ng a
demonstration at the gate. On
second thought I remembered the
Democratic conventio:i in Chicago
and figured Daley’s cops wouldn’t
put up with it. A Humboldt State
College prof went around collecting names in order to initiate
a class action suit against the airlines and travel agency. We reaily
didn’t believe the 10:15 flight would
materialize.
It turned out to be a special
flight to accommodate the 30 persons on the charter who hadn’t
made it to San Francisco. Mysteriously, the other 30 had some sow made it earlier. American
certainly didn’t lose any money on
the special flight, since they filled
the rest of the plane with paying
passengers.
The 10:15 plane finally did take
off, but we had to wait until
11 p.m. for a crew to fly the plane.
We arrived in San Francisco at
1 a.m. instead of 3:15 p.m. the
previous day as scheduled.
It would have been just as fast
to take i bus.
With that kind
of inspiration, I am going to do an
investigation of Student Services
West group flights before the semester ends.
If you have had
similar experiences, please call
or come in to the Daily office.
Most of the inconviences
appeared to be the fault of American Airlines.
If this is true,
Student Services West ought to
consider using a more reliable
airline.

A clean environment in ’72?
The new, college -age voters of
California are being appealed to by
People’s Lobby, Inc., to vote into
law an initiative measure that
would be a step toward a cleaner
environment.
The measure, called the "Clean
Environment Act," will go before
California voters and could make
some drastic changes, including:
Banning of lead in gasoline by
July 1, 1976.
Shutting down polluters who
have variances (temporary permmits to pollute) during adverse
smog conditions.
Fining polluters on their ability
to pay (four -tenths of a per cent
of their annual income per day),
returning 75 per cent of this money
when the polluter cleans up his
operation.

Bann i ng new off shore oil
drilling amu allowing no renewal
of current permits.
Banning construction of atomic
power plants for five years to
evaluate hazards.
Banning DDT and other persistent chlorinated hydrocarbons
except by special permission from
both houses of the State Legislature.
Prohibiting pollution enforcement officials from having
conflicts of interest.
*
Edwin Koupal, director of the
People’s Lobby, is counting upon
the new 18 -21 -year -old voters to
pass the bill.
"The over one million newly
enfranchised 18 to 21 year old
California voters can make the

That about does it Lieutenant All the war protesters have goner

Letters to the editor

’Special major ignorance’
Editor:
The clerks in the Registrar’s
office have impressed me with
their arrogance towards students
in general and especially those
with special majors.
I graduate in January with a
special major. When I asked at
my graduation interview how my
major would appear on my diploma, I was informed that the titles
of special major do not appear on
diplomas nor on transcripts.
F or prospective employers,
what is the impact of an applicant’s transcript which just states,
"BA: Special Major," leaving it
to him to figurt it out? And
what about the great disappointment of having "BA: Special
Major" on my diploma after
working five and one-half years
in Spanish and linguistics? My
husband was even going to frame
it and put it in our living room!

The explanation was, "That is
the policy." The arrogant attitude of the clerks in the Registrar’s office is due to their ignorance of what a special major is.
They think it’s for students who
can’t handle a regular major.
Actually, in most cases, the opposite is true.
You work harder
towards a special major. .
A friend with a special major
went with me to see Dr. Cummings,
coordinator of relati on s with
schools. He had always been helpful to us.
He didn’t know about that
policy.
All it took from him
was one memo to change that
school policy.
As I understand it, special
majors now will not be discriminated against.
Thank God for
small miracles.
Melinda Peterson
A.S. D34156

’Facts neglected in column’
Editor:
Prof. Jarik Kurrweil and his
wife (Bettina Aptheker) appealed to
you to support Angela Davis in her
bid for freedom. In their desire
to sway your emotions, they neglected to include two very fundamental facts concerning the
refusal to grant bail to Angela
Davis:
Guns that were supplied to
Jackson for the courtroom breakout were bought by and registered
to Angela Davis!

The political frame-up victim
(Kurzweil-Aptheker words) was a
fugitive until apprehended months
later --a fugitive from that same
justice demanded.
It is interesting to compare
"civil liberties" and a "free press"
in this country with the Russian
model, as I did in Moscow while
there.
Pravda and lzvestia are
quite different from the Spartan
Dr. Alvin C. Beckett
Prof. of Business

Brothers in need of help
Editor:
George Jackson is dead, but
two of the remaining SoledadBrothers are alive and on trial. They
need our support.
If the killing of George Jackson
has disillusioned us, or made us
forget what we are fighting against,
the ruling class has done their
job well.
If the harrassment we will get
when we get to the trial is enough
to scare us, they will have won
another victory.

We must not be intimidated.
We must gi-e the So I edad Brothers
the same kind of support that we
gave Bobby Seale, Erika, and Huey.
A few of us have gotten together
a carpool Wednesday that will be
leaving 7th and San Fernando St.
at 7:30 a.m. Come see for yourself the harassment and political
frameup of the brothers.
Justice in Amerika.
Dennis Balcunas
D29309

difference between passage and
failure of this crucial law. We
urge all young people to get involved in this fight," Koupal said.
The act was endorsed by the
150 -member Student Environmental Confederation of California, when it met at UC Santa
Cruz Nov. 21.
The Los Angeles basedPeople’s Lobby collected 500,000 signatures to get the first initiative
measure in California history
on the ballot, according to Koupal.
The act evolved out of a Los
Angeles anti -smog campaign but
soon expanded, presumably to gain
wider support
Already, enemies of the proposal have pledged $2 million to
defeat it and will spend $6 million
if necessary, Koupal says.
Farm organizations, chemical
manufacturers, oil companies,
electric utilities, industrial associations and possibly some labor
unions will work like mad to
defeat the bill, Koupal says.
One thrust of the bill is to
eliminate pollution officials who
close their eyes on pollution
crimes because they have a "conflict of interest."
Koupal believes this is one of
the reasons pollution laws are less
effective than they could be.
"We’ve had air pol I uti on boards
for years and years and people
are still dying of smog," Koupal
said. "The boards tell us to be
patient and go slow. Politicians
tell us to go through the LegisWell, we’ve tried these
lature.
tactics for years and got nowhere.
So we decided to bypass all that
nonsense and go to the people and
get it done."
without
The bill is not
problems, however.
There wouldn’t be any way of
changing emission standards without going to the people for another
vote, a lengthy process, according
to William Simmons, counsel for
the State Air Resources Board.
Simmons believes the ability to -pay system of fining would put
some people out of business and
cause unemployment.
The state would lose $200 million a year chiefly from oil revenue losses, according to Robert
E. Burt, director of Environmental
Quality for the California Manufacturers Association.
He also said the price of gasoline could double because of the
changes in the manufacture of
gasoline.
But the lead content and other
changes will be ordered gradually the first reduction being required
by Jan. 1, 1973, to allow refineries time to make the changes.
The People’s Lobby is shaping
up as a major environmental political force. In recent contests,
according to a People’s Lobby
release, they have:
Won the right for people to
petition their government in
shopping centers or anywhere the
public has a right to go, (U.S.
Supreme Court).
Successfully defended 18 to 21-year-old’s right to register
to vote where they live, (California Supreme Court).
Successfully defended a class
action fraud suit against Standard
Oil and F-310, (California Supreme Court).
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News Review

It’s a dog’s life,
says official

Weather clouds air raids
ompiled from, Assoc rated Press
WASHINGTON -A crowded, smoke - choked
newsroom heard Pentagon officals acknowledge
yesterday that bad weather over North Vietnam
interfered with some strikes in last week’s air
raids.
According to spokesman Jerry W. Friedheim,
between 35 and 40 military targets were destroyed as planned but others escaped because of
poor flying weather.
Friedheim stated he could not rule out the
possibility of resuming the attacks once the
weather cleared but quickly added "neither do I
anticipate any new raids."
Although President Nixon announced on national television Sunday night that the raids has
been "very, very effective," F’riedheim’s remarks
indicated that the raids failed to be as successful as hoped.
Adding the targets hit included fuel points,
logistics, transhipment points and the enemy’s
air defense network, the Pentagon spokesman
further stated that 75 to 80 per cent of the bombings
fell between the Demilitarized zone (DMZ) and
the 18th parallel.
In an address last week, Secretary of Defense
Melvin Laird explained the bombings responded to
North Vietnamese artillery assults on South Vietnamese cities and increased activity in the DMZ.

Three tuba tunes
on tap tonight

Steve Marley

Snow Queen Candidates
Six of the seven semifinalists for this
year’s Winter Carnival queen contest,
standing from left are: Ann Devries,
Joanne Peterson, and Barbara Parks.
Below from left are: Tricia Gallaway,
Denise Falconio, Judy Lawrence. Jayne

Hartley’s "Duet for Tuba
and Flute."
Continuing his studies at SJS under Robert Szabo, Kroninger
performs with the California Brass Quintet, the
Palo Alto Symphony, and
is second tubist with the
San Francisco Symphony.
A former student of
Ronald Bishop and Floyd
SJS foreign students
Coolley, Kroninger has
studied on full scholar- are determined in perships at the Cleveland servering their efforts
Institute of Music and to fight the tuition hike.
SJS, where he received
A rally to protest the
his B.A. in 1971.
330 per cent raise in

John Kroninger will
present a free tuba recital at 8:15 tonight in
the Concert Hall as partial fulfillment in his
pursuit for the Master
of Arts degree.

Tuition /mice protest set

Kroninger will be
assisted by pianist
Lynette Heath and flutist Elizabeth Ann Rich-’
ards. lie will play three
works writen for tuba:
Vaughan Williams’
"Concerto for Bass tuba," Alex Wilder’s
"Sonata for Tuba and
Piano," and Walter

tuition since 1969 is scheduled tomorrow at noon
on South Seventh and
east San Carlos streets.
Spokesmen for the SJS
Special Tuition Committee urged all students to participate in
the demonstration.
The foreign students
filed a lawsuit in early
September alleging that
the state college Board
of Trustees has violated
its promise made in 1970
not to raise tuition. It
was hiked from $600 per
men and one counter- campus talent including year to its current figure
man for the soon to open jazz bands, folksingers, of $1100 this summer.
SJS coffeehouse will be rock bands, poets, theThe resolution proheld today and Wed- ater groups, and comedrate of
nesday at 2 p.m. in the ians in the C.U. Loma vided that ticremain at
A.S. offices on the third Prieta room, also on tuition would until the
$600 per year
level of the
College the third level.
"I feel personally," 1974-75 fiscal year for
Union.
Applicants must be said Leek, "that every- all continuing full-time
eligible for work-study one should get a chance students.
He said
Students also conand must present an to perform."
orange card obtainable auditions will be used tended that the rapid infrom the work study to create a balanced pro- crease in fees created
gram.
office in Adm. 234.
an unfair hardship for
Possibilities of
Leek said he would them.
Today, from 5 to 8
p.m.,
coffeehouse send invitations to other work are limited due
manager John Leek and coffeehouses to audition to the restrictions set
his assistant Randy Kern the local talent if perfor- by the Immigration Department.
will audition on and off mers request it.

Looking for jobs?
Try coffeehouse
Interviews for four
countergirls, two door. .
443 00 Mmornum Purchmo

Feature editor wins fame
Donna Pereira,
Spartan Daily feature
editor, received an honorable mention award in
the November feature
writing competition of
the William Randolph
Hearst Foundation’s
journalism awards program.

in the practice of co- submit entries in the six
habitation when I real- monthly writing comized in casual conver- petitions and one photosation and later through journalism competition.
library research, how
Judges were editors
common the practice of professional papers.
is," she said. Miss
Pereira is a senior from
Saratoga majoring in
journalism.
The program, now in
its 12th year, is conducted in cooperation
American
with
the
Association of Schools
Departments of
and
Journalism. Undergraduate journalism majors

Review
board
Water safety talk opening
Pereira’s
Miss
story, which appeared
in the Nov. 9th edition
of the Spartan Daily,
dealt with cohabitation,
on and off campus.
"I became interested

A lecture on boat and given tomorrow by an
water safety will be officer of the Coast
Guard Auxiliary. The
1....ENE111..11
event is sponsored by
the SJS Sailing Club and
will take place in the
Costanoan Room of the
College Union.
The lecture will
begin at 7:30 and refreshments will be
served afterwards. The
meeting is open to all
students and faculty.
Dennis Ivan, 295-9719,
Tftamf fighl, et
. itudRets. focu,ty.t.ef
farnIr
employees and if.,.
has further information

:NEW YORK
;LONDON
E LONDON
111

Applications for
a
three-man Ad -Hoc
Health Service Review
Boa rd are now being
accepted in the A.S.
Office of the College Union.
Purpose of the committee is to review and
clarify services and
personnel involved in
health facilites at SJS.
Further information
is available from Reed
Sparks or Donna Lai in
the A.S. Office.

SPRING R SUMMER FLIGHT SCHEDULES TO EUROPE
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unite to rid the major
obstacle blocking our
road to graduation," he
added.

’SR So FIRST S1 Downtown San loss
11114 LINCOLN AVE Willow Mon
Coate
Si VALLEY fAIR
41/91INIVEOSITE AYE Palo Alto

Help rate
a prof
This week Tau Delta
Phi, SJS men’s honorary
scholastic fraternity, is
conducting in -class
evaluations of teachers
for the sixth edition o!
the Tower List.
The Tower List,
which compiles student
responses to faculty, is
published every two
years as an aid to both
students and teachers.
Volunteers, either
individual students
campus organizations,
are needed to help conduct the in -class evaluations.
John Dubois,
379-6083 or Richard
Blakewell, 531-8806,
have more information.

or

USC law school
seeking recruits
All graduating Black
students interested in
attending law school at
of
the University
Southern California may
applications
submit
through the USC Legal
Education Opportunity
Program.
This program provides special consideration for qualified applicants whose academic

ore

(0/Ipies

statistics are lower than
those required for regular admission.
Financial aid is also
available.
The Office of Admissions, Legal Education
Opportunity Program,
Law Center, University
of Southern Calif., L.A.
90007, has additional information.

Ahoy! Maritime
applications open
Men living in thedistrict of Senator Clark
L. Bradley (central -east
San Jose, Milpitas and
South County) may apply
for nomination as candidates for the California
Maritime Academy. The
Academy trains and educates men as officers in
the American Merchant
Marine over a three year
residence period.
Senator Bradley has

an appointment available
for the class entering in
August 1972.
To be eligible for admission, a candidate
must be a male citizen
of the United States, a
high school graduate,
unmarried, not under 17
nor over 22 years of age,
and must meet prescribed mental and physical
requirements.
Prospective can -

didates must take College Entrance Examination Boa rd tests so
their applications can be
submitted no later than
May, 1972.
The office of Senator
Clark L. Bradley, 509
First National Bank
Building, San Jose.
Calif. 95113 has more
information. The phone
is 293-4861.

for their
Diamond
Rings
because:

Inclass
registration

Exotic offer
How does 1 full scholarship for a year to
the country of your
choice sound?
If it sounds good,
you’ll be happy to know
that one exists, courtesy
of Rotary International,
a men’s service organization.
Applications may be
obtained from William
M. Fox in the financial
aids office, and must be
returned by March 1.
A graduatefellowship and undergraduate
scholarship will be
awarded next September

come to
Carlyle
Jewelers

for the 1973-74 academic year, to "an outstanding student anda
potential ambassador of
goodwill," according to
Donald R. Ryan, SJS financial aids director.
Each award covers
round trip transportation between home and
place of study, including an allowance for incidental travel
expenses: registration
tuition and laboratot%
fees; books and educational supplies; room
and board and limited
travel expenses.

they ha.. shetieeeland cos,
pared assl hew. Henri that
Carlyle’s prises are Raney iligh
ccccc
or.
1a, and is melt
los.i.r than
Isewhr,
quality
..
His
for

in the
Students
Foreign Language Department can now make
early reservations for
their spring semester
classes.
In -class registration
will continue until Friday. General registration will begin Monday, lan. 10 to Friday
Jan. 14 in the department office, Building N.

adyle_

JIlVVELSIR

Save 20% With ASB Caro
535 Bryant Street
Downtown Pali, Alto
313 "1134

CITY CENTER MOTEL
COLOR TELEVISION
FREE LOCAL TELEPHONE CALLS
COFFEE KITCHEN APTS HEATED
POOL
AIR CONDITIONED ROOMS
24 HOUR WAKE --UP SERVICE

VC.PACT

294-29951

PRESENTS

ittt
CIfivaa,
(cry

.’spaghetti Feed
In Town

A IN WAY’.

Iv. FR11 PkiONT iNTORMRT1214

CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St., San Francisco, Calif 94103

Speakers at the rally
will include SJS students
Firouz Eghbali and Nemat Jazayeri, both Iranian aeronautics maintenance majors. They
will relate the effects of
the tuition raise on foreign students at SJS and
other campuses. A discussion on future measures will be open to all
demonstrators.
"We want to inform
everybody about the
foreign students’ hardships," stated Kelvin Ng,
psychology major from
Hong Kong and member
of the Special Tuition
Committee.
"And of course, we
are hopeful that this
rally would arouse the
foreign students emotionally so they would

The Biggest & Best

Phone (415) 392-8513
MAH TVA

Palmquist not shown. Students will vote
for four finalists this week in the
Students Affairs office. A Winter Carnival committee will select this year’s
queen to reign during semester break
festivities at Squaw Valley.

dog out," Barrett said.
The problem cases
occur when an ownerless dog is involved or
when an owner persists
in keeping his dog in the
building.
But after the last sign
is stolen (probably this
week, according to
Barrett), no new signs
will be put up, since he
feels they are ineffective after a few weeks’
exposure anyway.

Dogs in the College
Union are less of a problem than last semester,
but not necessarily because of the new anti dog policy of the College Union Board of
Governors (CUBG).
In October, the board
adopted a policy stating
that dogs in the union,
especially in the Snack
Bar, would be "subject
to removal
by the
Humane Society."
C.U. Director Ron
Barrett feels there are
fewer dogs on campus
this academic year compared to last, and this
accounts for the decreased College Union
dog problem.
But "things haven’t
changed very much" this
year since the CUBG’s
new policy, Barrett said.
Two dogs have been
taken away from the
union, and apparent irate
dog lovers have stolen
almost 24 of the anti dog policy signs.
Barrett added that
union staffemployees
have been asking more
frequently
at owner’s
ththeir dogs from
remove
the building. But the.,
won’t argue with disagreeable owners, since
there’s "not much reason in it," according to
Barrett.
The low-key approach is usually effective.
"While they (owners)
might grumble about it,
they usually will take the

24 HOUR SERVICE
RI

lk A. WHITT flIVII (WING /I PRINTING
KODRIHROMI ROARS N URNS

CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST
CAMERA SHOP

rit rs,i I.

$1.00 ALL IOU CAN EAT’
SECOND ONE HALF PRICE
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY FROM Iiaghetti--Garllc Bread & Salad

ALL WAIT

CANDS

ACCEPTED

member of
Wrtirrn
Motor Lodge

4,

1001 S. FIRST ST.

SAN JOSE 293-9316
mai
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Tim Osterman

Playing to win
I didn’t watch the fourth quarter
of the Pasadena Bowl.
I wasn’t exactly disillusioned or
even overly disappointed with the
Spartans unpolished performance. I
just didn’t have time.
I spent the quarter watching the
still, stretcher -bound figure of Jeff
Wilson on the sidelines wondering
what Dewey King could have been
thinking of.
Wilson, a defensive tackle, was
momentarily stunned following a
final stanza play during the extremely physical post -season bowl.
Ile struggled to his feet after the
initial hit but immediately collapsed
in the middle of the field.
After receiving aid from Jim
Welsh. SJS trainer, Wilson trotted
off the Rose Bowl turf under his
own power. As he reached the
sidelines, however, the big tackle
passed out again.
Even the untrained medical
minds sitting in the stands could
diagnose that Wilson had probably
suffered some sort of concussion.
At the time it was only another
injury in a carnage ridden contest
that saw participants of both squads
being removed from the game in
bundles.
To that point the injuries had
been painful, but not particularly
dangerous. Although injuries are
always an unavoidable part of football. concussions are very scary
entities that should be handled with
care.
Then Dewey King went to sleep.
Somehow Jeff Wilson got back
into the game. Very few spectators
realized it until they saw Wilson on
his back for the third time in less
than five minutes.
This time he did not get up. He
was carried off on a stretcher
where he rested motionless until the
end of the game as an occasional
teammate passed. muttering what
seemed to be condolences.
The ambulance sat on the
opposite side of the field as motionless as Wilson. It did not get into
gear until the end of the game.
I watched the whole thing in disbelief.
Did King send Wilson

in’? Did anyone send Wilson in’? Did
he go in on his own’? Didn’t any of
the coaches or the trainer realize
he was in’?
"It was just one of those things
that happens during a football
game," was King’s only explanation.
"We have a standard procedure
where nobody goes back into the
game after an injury unless the
trainer has given him the O.K.
Jeff thought Jim Welsh had given
him permission.
"I would never send a player in
that I thought was in any danger,"
the coach said, "but when a player
says he’s ready we take his word
for it.
"I really don’t know
_mg he
was in before he came it the second time." King admitted. "I was
too wrapped up in the game."
Wilson and the entire SJS football program were very fortunate,
however, as the tackle sufferedonly
a mild concussion and was hospitalized for only a day. It could have
been much worse.
Playing to win is one thing,
but playing with a man’s life is
something else.
*
*
Although the Pasadena Bowl is
ancient history by now, the following
is for posterity and Spartan Daily
back issues: SJS lost to Memphis
State, 28-9.
It was more like the Frustration
Bowl than the Pasadena Bowl for
the Spartans.
The game was undeniable proof
that football is indeed a game of
inches. The only trouble was that
the Spartans were only measuring
11 inches to the foot.
Passes flew inches over the outstretched arms of open receivers;
first downs were missed by the
length of the ball; blocked punts,
interceptions and penalties were
prevalent; but worst of all, SJS could
not take advantage of the breaks and
were thrashed by the Tigers.
It was a day of injuries, bad
luck and squashed dreams for SJS.
An unfortunate end (in more ways
than one)to a good season.

SJS seeking confidence
Bulletin

C rack i ng the
century barrier
for the second time
this season, SJS
manhandled the
of
University
Nevada Wolfpacks,
102-62 last night at
Sin Jose Civic
Auditorium.

By KEITH PETERS
Daily Sports Writer
The SJS varsity basketball team, following
Another "learning experience" during its recent holiday roadtrip,
faced another turning
point in the young
season last night when
they hosted Nevada Reno at Civic Audi-.
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Jan Adamson attempts a
shot during the Stanford
SJS clash over Christmas vacation. Coming
to with -in two points
of winning the Spartans
eventually lost, 65-59.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUN(lleinh

SHAKLEE
Ecologically Sound,
Horne Cleaners Basic N, Basic I.
Food Supplements Instant Protein.
plain & with pondered l-PC011 beans
Cosmetics, beauty aids & personal
care items
Phone 297-311611
John & Mary Rhoades
CANE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? P/R rngr & wrists needed for new recycling center. Bob c/o Recycling Ass of Amer
phone 287-9603 or 371-6680
WANTEDto
the
evenings

Someone to drive my car
Denver area 961-8963

TALENTED Songwriters, Musicians.
Singers and Groups wanted by Music
Publishing Record Production Firm
140111292-2222.
FRIDAY FLICK JAN. 7th FUNNY GIRL
7 & 10 P 114 1.4
Parly Awl admission 507

Steve Sinsel

At110114011Y1 12)

Sinsel, Barnwell pace gymnasts
a challenge to see if I can
do the new moves. I enjoy
the risks."
Influenced by their
high school coach to attend SJS, Barnwell and
Sinsel, previously just
several event gymnasts,
due to their experience
were thrust into the allaround category, an area
they
consider much
more rewarding.
"All-around
gives
you a fuller range of
events
more of a
variety," Barnwell, also
a junior, stated.
Sinsel, a top side
horse man for the team
just began seriously
working high bar this
season while Barnwell
has the same problem
reversed.
However, as Sinsel
stated, "When you don’t
hit your routines there
aren’t any events that
are satisfying."
Ability wise both feel
they are at about the
same level as in high
school. But Sinsel, who
redshirted the team last
semester due to illness
feels he has really im-

proved this season, and
recently beat Barnwell
in all-around at the SJS
Invitational.
Both gymnasts feel
gymnastics is a sport
involving "mind over
body", as well as physical strength.
"You have to ration
alize a lot of moves and
it takes a great deal of
concentration,"
Barnwell stated. Both felt in
addition to the physical
practice there was the
need to go over routines
mentally days before a
meet.
But even with the
pressures of competition Barnwell and Sinsel
felt that gymnastics offered a chance to relax.
"I enjoy
working
Sinsel.
out,"
added
"Even though it’s several hours a day, the
challenge is there and
it’s fun."

FOX Theatre

l71., eii
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BSA 650
rebuilt cog 1 new "win
condition $1175 294-9759

.,11

excellent

MUST SELL BEFORE XMAS?
’66
Dart GT Air, AT. PS RH. 2 yr
warranty & 2 yr FREE oil change
$1100 Andy 286 1657
’61 DODGE. Automatic transmission
$250 267-4829
NEED someone to change trans in my
68 VW during Christmas vac. No
gerry builders
Ph 253-9785, Gary
BEAUTIFUL ALFA ROMEO CONVERTIBLE 5750 1962. New engine,
top, dual webers 292-9967. Ask for
Jack.
’87’ Dotson Sport -1600 Good, clean
r or
New tires, rebuilt trans, new
,,-, I bearings. runs well 244 0740
fOR )411

ADORABLE COLLIE-KESHOUND Iv Sable. 8 weeks. $20
male puppy
259-4480
PENTAX H 3v 35mm camera with
Originally $290
55mm I 1 8 lens
Honeywell light meter
Now 5135
and case included. E 6C cond D
275-0596

=MN
DRIVER WANTED 30. to 500 corn
mission good earnings 9 11 A M
Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 Moo,
garner/ SI 297-4228

401151146

51

FOR RENTI I. 2, 1 3 bdrm Apt
vo/ni carpets. AEK ar/pool $115. 5150,
6 $180 p/mo
Centrally located 3
miNs from Campus 10151 oft Almaden
F sipry 2445 Rinconade Dr Mgr Apt
ei. No children or pets Unfurnished.
Call before 9 PM 266-1613 Quiet
area, conducive for studious individuals
GIRLS ONLY! New rooms withkitchen
priv From $60 99 So 9th and 278
So 10th
Across campus Parking
Phone 295-8526 or 295-8514
1 GIRL TO SHARE turn fiat in house
w/2 others Own huge bdrm 590/mo
275-0230 Sow or Terri.
2-8044, FURS. AFT. 1/2 blk, from
campus Quiet. Ideal for serious students $190 per/tea. Uhl not. 2870701 anytime
ROOM FOR FEMALE in well organized Co-op house $60 month, in
eludes utilities 293-9684
LARGE 1 11 2 bdrm ipt Porn or
Unfurn. No children or pets Stilocks
from campus.
283 E. Reed & 7th
Phone. 286-2006

YOUNG PHYSICIAN requires place to
rest while covering night call Rent
by month, will pay telephone costs
plus good fee for place to sleep
14151 347.3232
FOR RENT -- 1 rrn 545 Straight
People. Share house Call Barbara
after 5 pm 247-2597 8 miles from
school
FRIDAY FLICK on Jan 7114 "FUNNY
GIRL" 7 & 10 P M Morris Daily Aud
50C admission

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks. records and books
1/2 price uglify books 15 recorda
purchased.
Top prices paid -cash
Or trade
Lots of science fiction,
supplornentals. classics RECYCLE
11116 So 2nd St 288-6275

3 -BEDROOM 2 Bath house to share
$80 per ma. Split util Near Hwy
17 & Trimble Rd Ph- Tom, 262-2147

SHREDDED FOAM RUINER 356 per
Any anoint Ph 293-29154
pound
DOWN SLEEPINGBAG,usedonlytwic
21’. 9598
Originally 570. now $40

Bill Barnwell

In na

3-BDRM APTS. Pool. ARK. %age*,
pet, paneled
980 deposit return
record
Look before you decide.
470 5 11th Phone 287-7590

CHRISTIAN GAL NEEDS
1 or 2
CI- nation roomies to share lovely
2 bdrm apt near campus $75 or
$52 respectively 326-9421
RCOMMATE WANTED male or female
11.41 Pern apt Furnished. 2 blks from
SX,
Rent $55/ino
Call 292-0453
FOR REMT -2 bdrm. horn apt Neal,
clean, next to campus on So 10th
St Call 252-2243 after 5 p m

PLUS
GREGORY PECK
GENE HACKMAN
IN
"MAROONED1

LOST! A plastic zipper bog containing
gold key case If found please return
to College Union lost and found

I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bands and other jewelry, all
one of a kind If you have unusual
desires in this area call me at 35481304 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
George Larimore
Saturday

EXPER., FAST, Accurate Typing
Editing
Ex -English Teacher, IBM
Electric Typewriter Call Mary Bryner at 244-6444, after 530 PM.
SPEED READING -We guarantee to at
least double your speed with over
80% comprehension. Learning Foundations 296-3224
Clean those dirty rugs & shine those
dull floors before the holidays Not
more than hour needed to have clean
15 dry rugs. Call after 200 at 211’0225- Very reasonable
MATHEMATICS TUTORING: Robert
M Vogt, PhD .Methernatics. For most
courses at State Phone
377-7984
TYPING, ALTERATIONS. SEWING
287.4355 across parking lot on 4th
TYPING
Term Papers. Manuscripts.
Double Spaced Page S SO
Single Spaced Page $1 00
377-2471

et,

JOBS EUROPE guaranteed di salaried England, Sw tee riand, year-round,
young people 18 29 General help 1st
class hotels For details & application
send $100 to Jobs Europe Dept C
Box 44188 Panorama City, California
91402

TYPING IN MY HOME. Fast, occur
ale, minor editing. Mrs Bader, 1330
No Bascom Avenue Apt 010 Phone
244 -6581

$40 REWARD: Brown Schwinn Girl’s
bike stolen from in front of Cent
Hall Call Pauline 286-6597 No
Oueslions

FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Rep Bruce Freeman can help you
Fly at 1/3
make your GETAWAY
Ott with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
and take up to 24 months to pay with
a fret TWA GETAWAY CARD Call
2117-11668 for into or 297).1700 for
hens

NEED BREAD? Thousands need your
whole blood and plasma. $1 (IS Bonus
with student 1 0 on first VIVI. Cali
forni Blood Bart Foundation. 35 S.
Almaden Ave lOpposite Greyhound
Bus Station) Phone 294-6535
POETRY WANTED for anthology. Include stamped enialope. Idlewild
Press, 1807 E Olympic, LosAngeles,
Calif 90021
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? Call
B irth Control Institute 287-3487
WILL THE GUY who thinks he has my
bike pl.so call back No gimmicks!
No questions asked. Pauline 286-6597
FRIDAY FLICK Jan 7th Funny Girl
7 & 10 p.m Morris Daily Aud 506
admission
THE FOOL HAS said in his heart
there is no God
Psalm 14 1 We
were created for
definite reason
Come 4 discuss Op. Door, Fridays. 730 PM r U Parific Rm
51881(15

8 ,

AUTO INSURANCE No dr i yer re
fused
1. ow Monthly Rate’ Check
Rate Comparison
low cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Coverage up to 100cc $211 00,
to 126 cc eV. to 175 rc $34. to 330cc
$38, to 750 cc $54 David Towle 241.
3100
RENT A IV OR STEREO 510 per
month, f
ice, no contract
Etches 251-2598
TYPING -Term papers, etc , experienced and fast
Phone 269-8674
EXPERIENCED THE
TYPIST E lec
Reports Marianne
tric-Mstrs
Tambora 1924 Harris Ave San Jose
Telephone. 371-0305
FAST, ACCURATE, experienced
pint, can edit Four miles Iron,
pus Mrs Aslanian 291-4104
PHOTOGRAPHY DONE: Weddings
copying, brochures, banquets, enter
tamers, portraits DJ 275-05%

19ANS/0E11110N

9

EAST AFRICA
EUROPE -ISRAEL
One way and round trip student flights
Inexpensive student camping tours
throughout West and East E nape. including Russia SOFA agent for inter European student charter flights
Contact ISCA 11E47 San Vicente Blvd
Suite 04 L A Calif 90040 TEL 12131
1126 5669

LIKE
RINGING
25,000
DOOR
BELLS
294..6414
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C’ST £141) 10096

FEMALE roommate needed f or house
Own room near SJS 560 286-8026
Prefer upper division

One day

P.a.

ARTISTIC STUDIO, furnished. Wits.
One avail now, another
pd $125
2/1/72.
To responsible persons
222 No Ord Ph 295 6846

NEWLY REMODELED roornwithkitch
priv torrent 4 blks to SJS Very
clean and quiet
Non-smoker only
$65/rno 287-3125

YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
forst and oldest waterbed store invites you to compare quality, service, and price when buying your
Call as anytime or stop
waterbed
over any afternoon or evening. Just
blocks from SJS at 4130 Perk Ave.
corner of Dolmas. 286-1263

THE PISCEAN
3$ S 411, 1/2 block north frorn SJS
library King -queen complete beds
$4400 Double $4200 Twin $33 00
Frames $14. loners 57 heaters $35
10 year guarantee on all
and up
Also water sofas, modern
beds
6 organic furniture, tapestries Mellow sales people 35 5 4th 287 7030

BEAUTIFUL OU 1 E T NEIGHBOR
H000
2 Bdrm. unfurnished apts.,
Near, bus, shops 81
pool & pith
Valley Fair Adults, no pets 2433296 or 296-1123

FEMALE Vocalist wanted for estab293-3132 or
lished Rock Group
783-7787

CLASSIFIED RATES

EUROPE
$220. - $275. R.T.
From West Coast Fly
One Way From $125
Flights All Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel ard theOrient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP-SJSC Members

:STAR MOTOR IMPORTS
*375 S. Market:
PH. 286-6500 :
*

et Ma c.o.,* Ave.

60.110107 661-1657

PISCEAN WATERBEDS- .1850W Sari
Carlos 294-1455 Just West of the
Gap
King-Clueen. $24. Twin 514
10
Safety Liner $2, Frames $14
Also
year guarantee on all beds
Water Sofas, modern furniture, tapetrim
Ask about our NRO policy
294 1455

By
duo assumed the top two
BARBARA THATCHER all-around positions on
Daily Sports Writer
the SJS squad. Not easy
Five years ago in a roles to fill when last
sparsely crowded high season’s all-around
school gym I saw Steve gymnasts were PCAA
Sinsel and 13111 Barnwell champs.
"There’s a certain
perform the little known
sport of gymnastics for satisfaction in just being
able to do it," comthe first time.
mented Sinsel, a junior
I was impressed.
They weren’t excep- P.E. major. "There’s
tional gymnasts, but no one way to get to be
there was something in the best, you have to want
their attitude that con- to be more than average.
"It just gives youa
veyed that it didn’t
matter because they really great feeling,"
liked what they were do- added Barnwell, an ading.
ministration of justice
This season the at- major. ’High bar really
titude paved off as the makes me feel free. It’s

is now hobbling around the Aggies.
torium.
"We played pretty
Currently sporting a with the ankle encased
well against Creighton,"
3-7 record, tieing the in a cast.
With Beach man on Guevara noted. "We led
highest number of wins
the Spartans have had in the sidelines for an ex- 30-25 at halftime but
two years, SJS needed pected few weeks, re- fell apart as soon as they
to
win
last night’s bounding chores fall on came close. SJS evencontest to give its sag- the broad shoulders of tually lost 70-59 .
ging momentum some 6-5 senior swingman
"Against Purdue.
life.
Wow! Were they ever a
Mike Webb.
"It’s a crucial for
"Webb has been our good shooting team,"
us," said Spartan coach best rebounder of late," said a flabbergasted
Ivan Guevara prior to praised Guevara, point- Guevara.
"We played
game time. "We need to ing to Webb’s 14 caroms well
in the second
win this one to give us in the UC Davis game, half and actually out some confidence before which the Spartans won, rebounded them." The
we begin league play this 86-72.
final tally: Purdue 88,
weekend."
The win over Davis SJS 62.
The last time SJS snapped a
six -game
"Nebraska was probplayed the Wolfpack on Spartan losing skein and ably the weakest of the
Dec. 11 the Spartans held capped a four -game three
teams," said
a 16 point lead only to roadtrip for SJS during Guevara of the midwest
blow it in the waning the Christmas break, junket. "We lacked zip
moments and lose a 89- which saw theoutmanned against them, being a
85 toughie.
cagers lose to Creigh- step or two slower on
"That game really ton,
Purdue,
and every move." The result
hurt us," recalled Nebraska before return- the same. The score:
"We never ing to California todump Nebraska 80, SJS 63.
Guevara.
lost that 4**********************/
should have
one after leading by so
We
knew
we could
much.
win the game, but I guess
we got too over -conTo all studenis with ASB cards and faculty
fident."
The Spartan cagers
went into last night’s
NEW
as NEW low as
as :
must-win situation without the services of leadscorer and re ing
Complete line of used cars
bounder Leon BeauchAll makes and models available
man. The 6-6 forward - *
See the new Front -wheel drive R-12
center injured an ankle i
*
The exciting Fiat 124 Spider Roadster
prior to the U.C. Davis
*
contest on Dec. 28 and
The economy and luxury of the 504 Peugot
:
*
STUDIO? FL10311T1
Leasing
Test Drive
*
:Bank Financing
i 5 1/2% Interest ’ Rental Cars any New Car :

r
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